Verge Markers
***Installation***
The first step is to set out your Verge Markers, we recommend that you tap the wooden stakes into the
ground lightly first and adjust the intervals to give a balanced run of posts. We suggest about 1.0-1.2 meters
between posts but you may need to adjust these measurements so that you do not end up with a small or
large interval at one end.
Once you are happy with the spacing between the timber stakes it is time to drive them into the ground or set
them in concrete, if you are driving them into the ground please put a piece of timber on top of the stake
whilst knocking them into the ground to avoid damaging the stake which would affect the UPVC post from
fitting over it.
The timber stake needs to be either knocked or concreted into the ground approx. 13" (330mm) which would
then leave approx. 11" above ground to completely fill the Verge Marker and give a very solid post, if you
can't get 13" into the ground due to hitting hard ground then it will be necessary to trim a little off the timber
stake so that only 11" of timber is above ground so that the UPVC post can slide over it and fully cover the
stake.
Once all the stakes are in the ground and the UPVC posts have been fitted please make sure that the UPVC
post has fully reached the ground without dislodging the post cap, if the cap has been pushed off this means
you either need to drive the timber stake a little further into the ground or cut a little off the top of the timber
stake if it can't be knocked a little further into the ground.
Once you are happy that all the UPVC posts sit well on the ground with the caps fully installed you can then
secure the UPVC Post to the timber stake with the screw and cover cap that is included.
Lastly, we love to see our customers finished projects, if you would like to email us a photo or two then
please send them to info@postsandchains.co.uk

